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Chapter 500 

Nash’s eyes narrowed as he muttered to himself, “The Five 

Poisonous Pines is an exclusive secret recipe of the Cloud Ascendant 

Palace in Carrion Mountain. How did it get all the way here?” 

Nash cast a sidelong glance at Carson. Could he be affiliated with the 

Cloud Ascendant Palace in Carrion Mountain? 

The Cloud Ascendant Palace was an existence that even his master 

would not easily provoke. His master had warned him that if he ever broke through to the Profound 

Oriental Realm one day and gained a new understanding of the world, he still must not step into the 

Cloud Ascendant Palace lightly. 

His master speculated that the Cloud Ascendant Palace might harbor 

a top-tier cultivator capable of evading heavenly tribulations. Nash 

was currently only at the Profound Reality Realm, and the ethereal 

Profound Oriental Realm seemed like an unreachable goal. 

He never expected to encounter someone from Carrion Mountain so 

soon, and that person seemed to be an enemy rather than a friend. 

Unable to defeat Carson, Ken was knocked down with a blow to his 

chest. Melody rushed forward and forced Carson to retreat step by step with her overwhelming combat 

power. 
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going on?” 

Carson briefly recounted the events that had transpired. 

Luther stroked his beard and said, “These people dabble in money 

and problems that are not theirs. If they deserve a beating, then let’s 

give it to them.” 

Melody looked down on Luther and said, “You don’t seem like an ordinary person. If you belong to one 

of those hidden sects, I advise 

you to go back to your mountain. Otherwise, I’ll report you to the 

National Martial Bureau.” 

The National Martial Bureau was an organization dedicated to 

managing martial artists. It had jurisdiction over both secular martial artists and those from hidden 

sects. They even had the authority to use nuclear weapons. 

Early on, the major sects had signed agreements with the National 

Martial Bureau. They had autonomy within their sects, but outside them, they had to follow the rules. 



Luther smiled faintly. “We’re dealing with martial artists. The rules of the National Martial Bureau don’t 

apply to us.” 

With that, he flicked his longsword, producing a clear resonance 

Severai almost solid sword forms shot directly at Melody. 

Weaponless. Melody could only twist her body to evade the blades. Just as she dodged Luther’s attacks, 

a gust of wind blew in front of 

her. She knew Luther was coming even before she could look up He 

was so fast that Melody could not react in time 

 


